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This invention relates to pocket size tissue con 
tainers in which small folded tissues can be 
stored and carried by the prospective user. 

It is an object of the present invention to pro 
vide a small ‘container which can be placed 
inside a pocket‘ or pocketbook for the purpose of 
carrying about folded tissues so that they will 
be always available and handy to a prospective 
user. 

It is another object of the present invention 
to provide, in a tissue container, a Simple closure 
which can be easily severed from one side edge 
of the container and which has in the same, 
openings through which the ends of the» thumb 
and ?nger can be extended to lift the topmost 
assembly of tissues from under the closure, there 
also being a ?nger opening in the one side edge 
with which the closure cooperates. 

It is another object of the present invention 
to provide a simple arrangement within a tissue 
container for supporting the tissues, after a num 
ber of the tissues have been withdrawn from the 
box, so that they will be in an elevated position 
easily accessible from the top and side edges of 
the container or box. 
According to the invention, the container is of 

small size and is adapted to be carried in a 
pocket or pocketbook. At one edge of the con 
tainer, the container has a series of these perfo 
rations which extend around the corners at the ‘ 
opposite end ‘so that when the closure portion is 
lifted, access can be had to one side edge of the 
tissues. The closure portion has a thumb or 
?nger opening and likewise the side edge has a 
thumb and ?nger opening whereby the topmost 
collection of tissues can be grasped so as to with 
draw them through the opening provided by the 
lifted closure portion. 
In order that the stack of tissues within the 

container can be advanced upwardly toward the 
outlet at the top edge of the container, there is 
provided a curved line of perforations on the 
rear of the container which will permit a portion 
of the rear of the container to be depressed in 
wardly by the thumb or ?nger so as to cause 
the lowermost tissues to be engaged and to cause 
them to be elevated. In order that these tissues 
can be retained in an elevated position, end por 
tions are provided on the ends of the container 
which can be folded inwardly and depressed so 
as to lie under the stack of tissues and retain the 
same in a raised position so that they will be 
accessible to the thumb and ?nger recesses in 
the top of the container. 
For further comprehension of the invention, 
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2 
and of the objects and advantages thereof, ref 
erence will be had to the following description 
and accompanying drawing, and to the appended 
claims in which the various novel features of the 
invention are more particularly set forth. 
In the accompanying drawing forming a ma 

terial part of this disclosure: 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the container 

with the closure portion unattached from the 
top of the box but showing the thumb and ?nger 
recesses in the closure portion and in the side 
edge of the box. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary perspective view of the 
closure portion separated from the top edge of 
the box so that tissues can be withdrawn through 
the opening provided beneath it. 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary end elevational view 
showing the closure portion lifted and a collec 
tion of tissues being withdrawn by the thumb 
and ?nger. 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view looking upon the 
rear and one end of the container showing the 
weakened portion which can be depressed to sup 
port the tissues from underneath when raised 
into the top of the box. 

Fig. 5 is a transverse cross sectional view show 
ing the bottom weakened portion raised up 
wardly and the end portion moved inwardly to 
supportthe stack of tissues in the top of the 
container. _ 

Fig. 6 is a bottom view with portions broken 
away at the opposite ends of the container to 
show the tissue support. 

Fig. '7 is a perspective view of one end of the 
box with a portion broken away to show the 
folded-in tissue support in perspective. 

Referring now to the ?gures, Ill represents a 
container embodying the features of the present 
invention. This container is adapted. to contain 
a stack of tissues ll folded preferably so that 
when’one is pulled out two additional sheets will 
be pulled along with it. The method of folding 
these tissues can be in any known fashion but 
such that when one tissue is grasped the other 
two tissues will likewise be drawn out. The tis 
sues ll may be folded, as shown in Fig. 5 so as 
to form a shorter and a longer fold and may be 
pulled out individually by grasping the upper 
most long fold of the tissue. The container has 
a bottom 12 and a top l3. The container also 
has a side [4 and ends [5 and [6. The top at 
the side I4 thereof has a series of perforations 
ll extending along the side of the top and also 
as indicated at [8 to some extent around the 
ends of the QOntainer whereby to make possible 
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the easy separation of a closure portion 2| so 
that it can be lifted to provide an opening 22 
through which folded tissues 1 I can be extracted. 
The closure portion 2| has a recess 23 match 

ing with a recess 24 on the side it. Through 
these recesses, access may be had by the thumb 
and ?nger to the tissues within the container. 
By raising the topmost tissue and drawing out 
wardly, the tissues can be removed from the 
container, all in the manner illustrated in Fig. 3. 
The thumb and ?nger are indicated at 29 and 
26. 
In order to advance the stack of tissue sheets 

alone toward the top of the container so that 
they can be readily accessible through? the open 
ing 22, there is provided a weakened portion 27 
in the bottom i2 which cani~be ‘broken from the 
main portion of the bottom and pressed inward 
ly for engagement with the bottom of'the stack 
of tissue sheets as by means of the thumb. 
this ,is'done" thestack of tissue. sheets will be 
lifted particularly at the.- edge>or side of the con— 
tainer near the opening 22. As longas the thumb 
remains :on the portion 27, the stack of tissue 
sheets ‘will remain in their elevated position. 
Thereafter, the-portion 21 can bev released and 
the stack of tissuespernritted to drop into the 
'bottom of‘ the container. 

:The ends 15 and 56 are providedwith weakened 
‘portions 28 adapted'to be ‘broken away from the 
end and depressediinwardly :as shown in Figs. 
6 and '7 and folded along a line 29-to serve as a 
permanent support beneath the stack of tissues 
l I. The portion 2Bis broken away along a dotted 
"line 3i not onlyfromv the end-i5 but from the 
bottom Q2 of the containerand one'side. 
‘While We have illustratedxand described the 

preferred embodiments-of our-invention, it is to 
:be ‘understood that 'wei‘do ‘not limit ourselves to 
the precise constructions herein disclosed and 
vthe right is reserved‘ toiallochanges and modi 
?cations comingwithin the ‘scope of the. inven 
tion as ‘de?ned in the appended ‘claims. 
J-Iaving- ithusiz'described our invention, what we 

claim as new and desire>tousecure by United 
States Letters :Patent' ‘is: 

.1. Ina xtissue'rcontainer, va box for a stack of 
tissues ‘includingia bottom: wall, end walls and a 
top wall formedfwithrzaniiopening through which 
the top tissue of the stack of tissuesmay be 
withdrawn,‘ means "on said bottom wall which 
may :be'pressed inward to xiraise the stack of 
tissues in the box as the'astacke isi-depleted, and 
means :on said end walls which :may “be pressed 
'inward'to engage beneath :a.:istack of tissues, 
whereby when. the stack of'tissues is “nearly ‘de 
pleted ,said'tmeans on said bottom wall may be 
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pressed inward to raise the nearly depleted stack 
of tissues to a position in which the topmost 
tissue will be closer to said opening in said top 
wall and said means on said end walls may be 
pressed inward to a position beneath said stack 
and hold the same in the raised position, said 
last-mentioned means comprising portions of 
said end walls divided from the rest of said end 
‘walls by perforations which may be severed free 
ing said portions to be pressed inward, said por 
tions of said end walls being located at the bot 
toms of said end walls, so that their bottom 
1\edges will- be. in edge contact with the inner face 
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of said bottom wall when said portions are 
"pressed inward. 

2. In a tissue container, a box for a stack of 
‘tissues vincluding a‘ bottom wall, end walls and 
a top wall formed with an opening through which 
the top'tissue of the stack of tissues may be 
withdrawn, means on said bottom wall which 
‘may berpressedainward to raise the stack of tis 
sues in the box vas the stack is ‘depleted, and 
meanson said end walls which may be pressed 
inward-to‘ engage beneath a stack of tissues, 
whereby when the stack of tissues is ‘nearly 
vdepleted said means on .> said bottom wall 
may hes-pressed inwardto raise the-nearly de 
pleted stack of tissues to a position in which the 
topmost tissue will be closer to said opening in 
saidxtop-wall and saidmeans'on-said end‘: walls 
maybe vpressed inward to a :position beneath 
said :stacknand-hold .the same in the raised 
position, said last-mentioned means comprising 
portions of 'said end Walls‘ divided from the rest 

; 'ofsaid end walls by- perforations which maybe 
severed freeing ‘said portions tobe pressed in 
ward, said portions iof said end vwalls being‘ fold 
able along verticallines intermediate their ends 
to‘assume V-sha-ped con?gurations beneath the 
stack of tissues. 
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